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TOBIAS: And so it is, dear friends, we return again to our gathering of Shaumbra. We continue 

from where we left off in the channeling earlier on this day. We will talk for a moment about 

your runner angels. 

As we have said to you time after time – as we have told you at the end of each channeling – you 

are never alone. Up until recently, there were guides who were at your side, who held the balance 

of energy for you. You are never alone from the standpoint that on this side of the veil there is an 

entourage of angels who work with you, who work with the energies, who continually send you 

love. These are the angels who also take the essence of what you are creating here, this golden 

honey-like energy that comes from your enlightenments and understandings. They spread this 

around appropriately. They help to guide it to the right places. 

There are teams of angels who do nothing but wait for you to come back between lifetimes. They 

know how to work with you when you return. Do you know when you return to our side you 

carry such strong attributes of your human experience that many times you do not even see us, 

the angels? If you have not believed in us, or if you have shut us off, it is difficult to reconnect 

when you come back. You bring back the attributes, and particularly the strong emotions, that 

you carried on Earth. 
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There are teams of angels who work to help bring you back into a spiritual balance, back to the 

angel that you truly are. These teams help to adjust and release the energies of the human 

experience that you just went through. There are those who return to our side of the veil who 

require much time, much energy, much love and nurturing. It can take hundreds of years of times 

and maybe more. When there are those who come back with strong emotions or who have gone 

through trauma, it can take much, much time for them to open their eyes and to awaken into this 

place that is like a home away from Home. 

Dear friends, there are many who serve you, scores and legions of angels who serve you. There 

are angels who work with you day-to-day, ones who work in the background with the energies 

that you are creating. The runners that we spoke of earlier are angels who take these vibrational 

waves that you are now beginning to send out from your new house. They are here to escort 

these waves on their journey. They are here to help assure that these vibrations you are emitting 

get to the right place. They fly along side of these vibrations. But more than anything, they are 

here to maintain the appropriate balance of the reflection of these vibrations. This is what comes 

back to you. 

It is somewhat of an interesting and difficult task they have, for in the return vibration of what 

comes back to you, there are many things that attempt to block its way back to you. Take for 

instance the ones who gather in the second circle today. They will be touched by your vibration, 

and they will begin a journey of finding their way to you. There are many things that will get in 

the way of the journey. It could be issues like money. They may not have the money to pay you 

for your service, perhaps not even the money for the car or plane or bus journey to get to you. 

The runner angels are there, working with the energies, helping the potential realize its highest 

level. The runners clear the path for the one that is seeking to find you. Then the humans will 

come to your door, and they will say, "I'm not sure how I made it here, for I did not have the 

money, and then it appeared to me. I did not have the energy but then I was filled with it. I did 

not know the directions, and someone gave them to me. I am not sure how this happened." 

Dear friends, these are the runners doing their work. They cannot do it for you, but they can 

facilitate the process that you began in your own house. They stand in neutral until they are 

activated by your brush stroke, by your passion, and by the waves of vibration that you send out. 

For those who will go home tonight and lie in bed and say, "Dear runners, please bring me such 

and such," it does not work that way. It does not work that way. They work with the energies that 

are coming from your house, from your one chakra. They facilitate the path going out, and the 

path coming back in. They are a team of angels who have volunteered to work for you. They are 

in service. 

The runners are in service to you, much like when you go to a restaurant and there is a staff that 

is in service. That is their job. They like to be acknowledged for it, not to be felt sorry for, or 

looked down upon, but acknowledged. They love to be in service. Your runners are the same. 
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Their love and their passion and their learning at the soul level is to be in service to you. They 

work for you. It would be most appropriate for you to talk to them, to send them love, to have 

fun with them. They do like playing games, by the way, when they are off duty. (audience 

laughter) 

To answer the question that has just been thought, some will have a dozen runners, and some 

will have hundreds. There are many tasks, and it depends upon the complexity. It is not about 

how many runners you have. It is about the work that they are doing. Do not pride yourself in 

having twelve-by-twelve runners. That does not necessarily make you a better teacher. It is about 

the task, and the size of the task that they are doing. The runners are indeed angels. They indeed 

have identities and personalities. They are there for you. You cannot ask them to go create a new 

job for you, but when you create that vibration from within – a vibration that is without intent or 

agenda – they take that energy to the most appropriate places, and they return what is most 

appropriate for you. 

The lesson of "dancing with what comes to you front door" will challenge you. While there are 

some here who think that they will step into this easily, the old tendencies will want to come 

back; the tendency to want to control what happens, to want to plan what happens, and the 

tendency to not trust what happens. Dear friends, in your divinity, in your new emerging 

divinity, you will be a creator in a different sense. This will take a bit of work. For those who are 

working at the local circle level, this is a good thing to discuss and to work with. For those who 

are trying on their own, but having difficulty, we encourage you to work with others through 

your Internet forum and through local groups and talking to others. This is the time for Shaumbra 

to connect with each other, to share experiences. There is much to be learned from each other. 

Your runner angels are an important source for you. They are part of your team. There are in 

service. They are waiting for the command that comes from your heart. 

With that we will begin with your questions. 

QUESTION: Tobias, it seems that with all the negative things in the news, people are being 

forced to explore their dark side, the parts of themselves that have not been consciously explored 

but indeed dictate their actions. I presume some of these aspects can be healed. Can you 

comment more on this process and the intensity in the coming months? 

TOBIAS: Indeed what you are seeing in your headlines is the conflict and dichotomy between 

the old energy and the new. There are energies that have been suppressed for a long time that are 

choosing to be free now. There are also old karmas that have been unresolved that are seeking a 

balance. In these next few years of time, dear friends, you will see much turmoil around you, but 

it does not have to be within you. This is the lesson of standing behind the short wall. 
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As we mentioned many months ago, you will see your stock markets go up and down without 

apparent logic. This is the attempt to find a balance between the old and the new. These will be 

the adjustments that are necessary to go on. As we mentioned before, you will continue to see 

your earthquakes. You will see the shatterings that take place, for even within the Earth is the 

attempt to transition from the old to the new. As each one of you here, each one of you reading 

this knows, it is not so easy to release the old and go into the new. There are energies that cry out 

for attention. There are other elements and energies that do not want to be released. There is even 

your human ego, as you would call it, which is not so sure it is ready to give up this control. 

Each time you look at your headlines and see the shootings in the schools and in your public 

places, and yes, even of the airports… these are difficult things. They tear at your heart. We 

know. Understand the appropriateness of this and understand that this is simply part of the 

process. It is, in a way, about understanding the dark side, in answer to the question. 

Most humans have been taught that there is right and wrong. It is the old duality, the old energy. 

In the new energies you are finding that there is the ALL. It is no longer about left, right, or 

center. It is no longer about the white marble and the dark marble. It is about the "four" that work 

together. 

These will be difficult months to go through if you read your newspaper. You will see much 

drama and much trauma. Again, dear friends, each of you now is beginning to live in your new 

house. It is not that you are isolated from these things, but you have deeper understanding. We 

will continue to talk of these things that happen on your Earth, but each time you see this, 

understand this is part of the transition into the new energy. This is the very reason why teachers 

will be needed, teachers like you. This is why we continue to encourage you on your path. There 

will be a need for those who are have learned to integrate their divinity, those who have walked 

in the new energy. There will be a need for hundreds, and then thousands, and then tens of 

thousands of teachers of the new energy of Earth. 

QUESTION: Tobias, will we be able to fully experience the new energy in our current lifetime 

or will it take another eon of earthly time, such as the period of time between the Wall of Fire 

and now? 

TOBIAS: It will not be eons of time. Most of you will begin to see it in your lifetime. You will 

come to that place of your own divinity. You may not see it in the world outside of your house, 

but you will see it within yourself. When you do, you will have a greater understanding of what 

is happening outside of you. You will be filled with compassion and understanding. 

It has been prophesized that there is a turning point in your Earth, a quantum leap point in the 

year 2012. From the Crimson Council perspective we say that you are ahead of schedule. It will 

not be in eleven years of your time. You will begin to see the true quantum leaps closer to the 
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year 2007, based on the changing human consciousness. This ties back into the first question. 

The closer you come to this point of quantum leap, the more conflict and turmoil you will see 

around you, but it does not have to be within you. This is an excellent question. 

QUESTION: What is the relationship between accepting and allowing and intent? If we are truly 

accepting and allowing, why we would want to exercise intent? 

TOBIAS: This is the very point of our channeling today. It may be a difficult concept for you to 

understand. We see that even Cauldre (Geoffrey Hoppe) does not understand this so well, and he 

will have much work to do! Accepting and allowing is also being in the "now," being in a state 

of grace, knowing your own divinity. When you create the broad brush stroke, there is no need 

for intent. You do not have to direct your new and emerging energy to any specific place. This 

will be the challenge for many of you. You will want to take that brush, and you will want to say, 

"Give me a relationship. Give me $1000.00. Give me one thing or another." This limits your 

divine power and its potential. Allowing, accepting, and knowing will become the energy of the 

day. After you create the broad stroke, after you add your passion to it, dear friends, simply sit 

back. The appropriate things will come knocking at your door. This will take much trust on your 

part! 

QUESTION: Tobias, I’ve always thought of suicide as a leap of faith. Would you comment on 

assisted suicide? 

TOBIAS: There are those that know it is time to leave. They are not necessarily depressed, for 

they have gone through that stage. They are not angry, for they have also walked through those 

emotions. They know it is time to leave but sometimes the physical body does not want to go. 

The physical body in the old energy has somewhat of a mind of its own, as you have discovered. 

For those who choose assisted suicide, they know at their core level that it is time to go. They've 

had plenty of talks with themselves, with Spirit, and the angels. They know it is time. Dear 

friends, there is no judgment or condemnation on our part for those who choose to leave. There 

is as much joy and celebration when they return Home as any others. In their hearts they know it 

is time to go. In their contracts they have already worked out with the others who come to assist 

them with this process. It is the thought of the Crimson Council that this should be a sacred and 

honored time for the human, not a time of shame and guilt. 

QUESTION: Tobias, I have had extreme emotional reactions to things that I thought I had 

cleared, and I have an extreme passion to be a teacher of the new energy, but find no avenues. 

This is very distressing. Do you have any insights? 

TOBIAS: Indeed dear one, you are trying too hard! It is difficult to transition from the old energy 

into the new. You are looking for tools that you used in the old energy to try to move into the 

new. It is time to put these down, your old thoughts, your old ways. Within this circle, within 
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Shaumbra, we are channeling back to you the new ways that you and others are discovering. 

These are the methods that work, the methods that are effective. Spend more time in your new 

house. Create WITHOUT intent. This will challenge you. Create without intent. At the core of 

you, you know of all the appropriate things, but you are getting in your own way. Intent, in the 

sense that you use it, does get in the way and limits the potential of creation. 

QUESTION: Dear Tobias, am I correct in my understanding that there are only four areas of our 

lives that it is appropriate to paint the broad stroke for, and is it appropriate to paint more than 

one at once? 

TOBIAS: We have used these four areas to help you define the things that challenge you as a 

human. There is a tendency for humans to make their challenges much larger than what they 

actually are. Defining these in the four areas helps you to realize that they are not as major as 

what your mind would sometimes tell you. 

When you use the broad brush… when you begin the new vibrational process… again we say to 

you, do not have specific intent. If you do have the need for intent, simply intend for divine 

balance – a balance of relationships, a balance of biology, and abundance, and in particular, for 

your own self worth to be balanced. Put no other spin on it. Ask for nothing in particular. Do not 

make demands of Spirit, and do not beg Spirit. If there is a need for any type of wish in your 

heart when you create with a broad stroke, simply have it be balance. Balance in the energy of 

"four" that you are moving into has a powerful factor that ties directly back into your divinity. 

QUESTION: Tobias, please tell us the story of your sojourn on Earth wherein you died in prison 

and did not have the fortitude to return. Tell us the lessons you learned, the despair, fear, anger, 

and desolation. If I could read all of the real experiences of a real angel and the benefit that that 

lifetime was to all of us… if I could read of a personal account of a journey in this dimension, 

and it was someone we actually knew of, I would have something I could relate to. 

TOBIAS: (chuckling) I will summarize, for this is a long story that will be contained in a one of 

the books that Cauldre will write. (audience laughter) In this lifetime I chose the process of being 

in prison. One of the things I was working on from the soul level was to break out of the 

conscious prison that I had placed myself in. I had achieved much that I wanted to as a human in 

the many lifetimes that I had. The lifetimes in Atlantis were indeed the most powerful, but yet 

the most traumatic for me. As my final lifetime upon Earth – in that particular cycle – I chose to 

die in prison in order to truly understand the walls that I had placed around myself. 

I chose to die alone, so that I would have to rely on those powers and those energies from the 

unseen, rather than from people in the human form. I chose a time of quiet, and although there 

was much physical suffering and much mental torment, I learned to overcome these things. I 

learned to go very deep within. It was my first experience with what I now speak to you of as the 
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new house. I found comfort. I found energy, and I found love within myself. It took the walls of 

a prison for this to happen; otherwise I would have been out continuing my businesses, 

continuing my relationships. I would have been continuing my outer work. I chose this lifetime 

in prison as my final lifetime in that cycle. There will be a day when I return, following in your 

footsteps. There will be a day that I will come to some of you to be my teacher. Ah, we will have 

some laughs about that! (audience laughter) 

QUESTION: Dear Tobias, you have said that many of the new age beliefs and practices are now 

old energy. I am currently studying a method of energy healing based on the seven chakra 

system. You keep saying that we now have only one chakra, so is the healing method I’m 

studying obsolete or old energy? 

TOBIAS: Your chakra healing work is very appropriate for most humans you will work with. 

The vast, vast, vast majority of humans on Earth continue to work with the seven charkas. It is a 

small number of humans who are now integrating into the one chakra. The work that you are 

doing with these seven energy centers will be most appropriate. But take these things you are 

learning, take these healing arts you are learning and add your own new energy understanding to 

them. Beyond what is obvious in the books and the classes that you study are greater 

understandings. These understandings come from the ALL. In direct answer to your question, in 

a sense, yes, we would call this old energy, but it is most appropriate, because the ones who you 

will be working with will come from the old energy. 

QUESTION: Tobias, what is the validity of current predictions of no meat, fish, and grains in 

our future? 

TOBIAS: Not true. Dear friends, there are energies that are needed to support life on your planet. 

These will continue, but they will be refined. When there are crises such as with your beef in 

England, this causes the scientists and the public and your governments to look at new and more 

refined ways. This is, in a sense, a transition from the old energy to the new. Something must 

pop up, or something must fester, or cause a problem for it to be reevaluated. Then humankind as 

a whole, consciousness as a whole, moves to the next level. As you learn to stand behind your 

short wall, you will not pass judgment for any of these things. You will have a greater 

understanding of why it is happening. 

Meats, grains, fruits, and vegetables… it does not matter, dear friends. These are not negative 

things. These are resources for feeding the biology. As you are in your new house, you create 

with a broad stroke. You add your passion. Know that the appropriate nutrients will also be 

brought to you. Know that if it is time for your biology to change its patterns, these will show up 

at your door. When someone comes to you with what sounds like a silly food or something that 

you would not normally take into your body, look again. It is being brought to you for important 

reasons. It would not be so unusual even to – going to extremes here – have a diet of cookies for 
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a while. (audience laughter) Do not be so much in judgment of what is right or wrong for your 

body. Understand that what comes to your door is brought there in all appropriateness. It is time 

for you to dance with it. 

QUESTION: Tobias, in one of your earlier messages, you stated that trust is the one energy 

attribute that would help make the process of ascension smoother. If this is so, why is trust so 

hard for me obtain? I feel I would be able to eliminate all of my nagging doubts and develop a 

true trust in my Higher Self if I could only have some evidence that my Higher Self really exists. 

Where can I go to find this evidence? And please, don’t tell me to go into my house and shut the 

door, because I’ve already been there. (audience laughter) I would really prefer to witness a 

miracle or two, or is there some agreement that we have made with Spirit that prevents this? 

Please help! 

TOBIAS: Oh, dear one, there is little that we can say, for you are determined to do it your way! 

You are determined to continue using tools of the old energy. You are determined that you will 

find trust in your mind. You will not. You will not find it there. You will not find it on a piece of 

paper. You will not find it defined in a book. Trust comes from within. We will not tell you to go 

into your new house and close the door, for you have asked us not to. (audience laughter) 

You are one who will hear a knocking at the door and refuse to answer it and get angry, for you 

will wonder why this knocking is disturbing your peace and quiet. We say to you that there is a 

reason that it is there. You hold on so tight. You have much fear surrounding what you do. You 

will continue to be challenged by this new energy until you truly learn to let go. It is challenging, 

we know. There is no ridicule or judgment here. It is very challenging. 

There are ones who sit here tonight, and read this as well. They know the depths of letting go. 

They know that even after you let go, you will need to let go again. And you will need to let go 

again and again. Each time you let go, you learn something more of faith and something more of 

trust. If you expect a miracle, dear friend, you are looking in the wrong place. You do not want 

to acknowledge that the miracle comes from within. You are asking for something outside of 

you, and not willing to acknowledge that you indeed are the creator. 

QUESTION: Tobias, how is the "kundalini" energy involved with this work? 

TOBIAS: In a sense, the new energy passion is the kundalini. Passion rises up from within you. 

Passion becomes the fuel of the vibration of who you are. Passion will help to rejuvenate your 

biology. Passion will go into your DNA strands, the strands that do the dance together, that 

emulate the very nature of kundalini itself. The kundalini of the new energy is the passion that 

comes from the rose. 
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QUESTION: Tobias, is my visualization of the lines of force connecting all worlds of creation a 

valid concept? 

TOBIAS: It is indeed, and you will come to greater understandings of this. Do not get locked 

into the specifics. It is not time to write that book yet. You will continue to learn more of how the 

tapestry is woven. We ask you to give it another year or so of your time. 

QUESTION: When we do work on other levels, what is really going on, and how does this work 

effect us in physical reality. 

TOBIAS: You are multidimensional beings. There is much being done at other levels. As we 

have mentioned, the runners work with your energies, taking it through the dimensions, taking it 

through time and space, taking it into new realities that are being created. For Shaumbra, we say 

not to become overly concerned about these multidimensional states, these other areas that you 

are working in. This will be – Cauldre laughs at us here – this will be an entirely new series of 

lessons that are taught in an advanced way later on. We will work with you to help you see what 

is happening in the multidimensional layers and to see how the very work that you are doing is 

truly affecting other things, not even just of your world. 

But now for the time being, we ask Shaumbra to focus on what is happening in your life. Focus 

on how you are now able to be creators for the first time, true creators in all of your existence on 

Earth. Why will this be challenging to you here, with the lessons that we are giving, with the 

lessons of dancing with what comes to your front door? It is because you have never truly been 

able to be full creators. You have been following a plan. You have been following contracts that 

were somewhat predetermined. Now there is the complete ability to be creators, so we ask you to 

focus on these things now. Stay with us in these series. Stay with us as we move forward. There 

will come a time soon enough when we journey off with you into the other realms. You will see 

how you can not only affect and create things here in this human reality, but all around you and 

other levels as well. These are very powerful concepts, but let us learn first to walk before we 

run. 

Dear friends, there is much that has been covered here on this day that will take review on your 

part. When you are reviewing this material, there are ones who will be watching over your 

shoulder. The ones who watch over your shoulders are the very ones that will soon enough 

knock at your door, looking for a teacher. They are the ones who have a vested interest in 

making sure you truly understand the lessons here, that you truly understand how to create from 

the inside and wait for it to come back to you. 

As always, we enjoy our time together. We enjoy these lessons. We enjoy your humor, you 

laughter, and your tears. There is one thing that we give to each of you, each of you here, each of 

you reading this and affected by this. It is being prepared now, as we speak, by your runners who 
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are in service to you. It is being prepared by the angels, and they are smiling. Dear friends, there 

will be a special gift at your door from us to you, a very special gift. It will indeed be a gift that 

you enjoy, a gift that perhaps will bring tears to your eyes. It is from our love to you. 

You are never alone on your journey. 

And so it is ... 

 


